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Gloss Kitchens
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Metallic Kitchens
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Light Kitchens
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Dark Kitchens
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Grey Kitchens
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Vibrant Kitchens
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Island Kitchens 
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Open-Plan Kitchens
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U-Shaped Kitchens
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Small & Compact Kitchens
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L-Shaped Kitchens
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Award-Winning German Kitchens From £18,000
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Award-Winning Kitchen Showroom Newcastle

Visit Newcastle’s premier independent showroom for modern kitchens.
German Kitchens.
contemporary kitchens.
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Award-Winning Kitchen Showroom Newcastle














Visit Our Newcastle Kitchen Showroom Where Dream Kitchens Come True!

Welcome to Haus12 Interiors, a luxury Newcastle kitchen showroom, specialising in the design, supply, and installation of bespoke German kitchen furniture for Newcastle and the surrounding area. After being in the kitchen business for over 25 years, you could say that we know a thing or two about designing a kitchen space we know you’ll love. However, our longevity within the kitchen industry is also testament to how passionate we are about kitchen design. With our experience rooted within this area, we believe that we are perfectly positioned to create something that not only looks visually appealing but works wonderfully for you and your family.




Showroom Visit





Brochure Request





Price Estimator





Home Measure




















CLAIM UP TO £1000 CASHBACK WITH AEG REWARDS!

Purchase with us and CLAIM UP TO £1000 CASHBACK when you buy 3 or more AEG appliances, including an oven & hob for your kitchen. Earn a further £500 if your purchase includes a selected AEG hob.

This AEG rewards promotion is valid on selected kitchen and laundry appliances and consumers will receive cashback on eligible models ranging from £150 to £1000. Claims will be accepted until Friday 31st January 2025 on purchases made between Wednesday 3rd January 2024 to Saturday 30th November 2024.

Terms and conditions apply.

BOOK APPOINTMENT NOW
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Leading Kitchen Design In Newcastle City Centre

Through its technical prowess and diverse choice of products, the luxury German kitchen ranges at our fingertips allows us to design kitchens with exclusivity and balance; Everything has its place, and everything’s in its place. In our luxury Newcastle kitchen showroom, you will see a number of kitchen room-sets that display as many different kitchen designs, colour and accessory options as possible to help you visualise how your new kitchen might look.

We also showcase a range of top quality kitchen appliance brands such as AEG, KitchenAid, Fisher & Paykel BORA, Grupo Cosentino and Quooker. Pop into our Newcastle showroom for a chat with our friendly kitchen design team. From here, we can discuss your new kitchen plans over a cup of coffee and come up with some exciting new kitchen ideas for you.
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Find A Kitchen To Love In Our Stunning Kitchen Showroom Newcastle

In the unlikely instance of a problem occurring with your kitchen, you have peace of mind knowing that all your bespoke German kitchen furniture is backed by an up to 5-year product guarantee.

Kitchen appliance and worktop manufacturers offer separate product guarantees, which can be extended to suit your needs.












Our Projects
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Woodcutters Cottage
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Flexbury Gardens
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The Elms 
















Newcastle Kitchen Showroom

	INFO
	LOCATION



Our central Newcastle kitchen showroom location is fantastic – not only because we’re situated in the middle of a thriving city, but because it makes us accessible to so many people. We have really fallen in love with our kitchen showroom nestled beneath Newcastle’s railway arches. Not only is it quirky and unique, but it’s an inspiring space for us to work from, allowing us to come up with excellent kitchen designs that our clients fall head over heels for.



Contact Us

	0191 447 8870
	[email protected]
	Arch 12 Forth Goods Yard, Forth Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 3PG







Opening Hours

	Monday – By appointment only
	Tuesday – Friday: 10am – 4pm
	Saturday 10am – 2pm
	Sunday & Bank Holidays: Closed
























Showroom Booking







Showroom Booking







Name
*





Email
*





Phone
*





Postcode
*





Requested Date
*





Requested Time
*



10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30







If you are human, leave this field blank. 




BOOK NOW




















Haus12 Service Areas



	Newcastle upon Tyne
	Ponteland
	Northumberland
	Whitley Bay







	Jesmond
	Tyne and Wear
	County Durham
	Gosforth







	Sunderland
	Tynemouth
	Gateshead
	Wynyard












Showroom Amenities



We have nine displays for you to wander amongst at our Haus12 Newcastle kitchen showroom. Two of these are located on a mezzanine but we have great disabled access elsewhere, with ramps available where step-free access isn’t possible. Once inside, you discover our latest displays and find inspiration for your new kitchen.





	Free Parking
	Disabled Access
	3-minute walk from the train station














Please contact us if you have any questions or special requirements.









Our Latest News
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Kitchen Storage Newcastle





Read More Kitchen Storage Newcastle
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Designer Kitchens Newcastle





Read More Designer Kitchens Newcastle
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What’s trending in 2024?





Read More What’s trending in 2024?


Discover Our Range Of Styles
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Handleless Kitchens
Browse Range
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Shaker Kitchens
Browse Range
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Modern Kitchens
Browse Range






















NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE’S HIGHEST
RATED KITCHEN RETAILER
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5 Star Rated
We are proud to have a 5* rating on Google so you can buy from us with confidence
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Award-Winning Kitchens
We have received the Kitchen Design of The Year award 2020
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Houzz 2023 Best of Service
We have been winning Houzz awards for our service since 2016
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German Made
Our kitchens are manufactured in Germany to the highest standard

























CONTACT US




	0191 447 8870


	[email protected]


	Arch 12 Forth Goods Yard,
Forth Street,
Newcastle Upon Tyne,
NE1 3PG
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OPENING HOURS


	Monday - By appointment only
	Tuesday - Friday: 10am - 4pm
	Saturday 10am - 2pm
	Sunday & Bank Holidays: Closed
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Haus12 Interiors
4.9
Based on 36 reviews
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review us on
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Neil Clarke09:39 30 May 22
Professional leading to a stunning resultWe wanted a quality German Kitchen, our search delivered...  exactly what we were looking for righthere in the North East. Enter John McNeil, from his initial Design concept to the completed projectby Haus12 in Newcastle. John sat down with us at his showroom, and we chatted about our looseideas, drawings and extension plans. He listened to our ideas and requirements. Attention to detailwas first class. He noted how we said we used the kitchen in our old house and what we needed thisone. John provided both an interesting asymmetrical concept island in a one off colour with angledbreakfast bar for entertaining, combined with the solid “tall wall” housing the fitted white goods andhidden IBIS cupboard as it is now affectionately known. John’s extensive knowledge and ideas withhis charismatic enthusiasm has brought about a great result. Lee (the Haus12 installer) who installedthe kitchen was professional and courteous throughout with nothing being a problem to him. Beingmethodical and above all a clean and tidy worker, even cleaning down and vacuuming out all theunits before he left on the last day. That’s not where our journey finished though. After theinstallation John was still available. Ensuring after some time we were satisfied with the kitchen, andeverything was working as designed and fitted. John made time to come to the house and see thefinished extension space and our fabulous family kitchen in person.Thank you and we will be recommending the Haus12 team.read more
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Tracy Race19:20 22 May 22
Haus12, German manufactured kitchens. Excellent experience from start to finish, from planning to...  finish, the tradesmen went above and beyond to ensure we were happy. Cannot recommend this firm more.read more
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Fiona Chan20:10 01 May 22
Haus of 12 interior designed, fitted our kitchen. John was very professional and knowledgeable....  Definitely recommend Haus of 12 as you get the top quality kitchen and great customer service, plus no stress as John managed the whole project.read more
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Patrick Byron18:18 23 Nov 21
Haus12 team designed, supplied and fitted a quality German kitchen in 2015. Despite the kitchen...  manufacturer going out of business and the product being well out of guarantee, I contacted John McNeil when we had a problem with the finishing on one of the doors. John immediately arranged for a survey. The original kitchen fitter removed the door, took it away and returned a few days later. Same door was refitted, looks as good as new. No quibble, no argument about warranty period, no charge. EXCELLENT customer service.read more
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Brent Tyson11:18 06 Oct 21
Delighted with our new kitchen from Haus12 Interiors. John’s attention to detail and suggestions on...  how toimprove our space were fantastic through the whole design process which made it very easy for us to choose Haus12. Schedules on installation were well communicated and the actual fitting by Lee was first class. All subcontractors used were friendly, professional and highly recommended too.read more
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Katy 88814:34 23 Jun 21
We went to John to help us design our new kitchen as we knew what we wanted but no clue how to...  achieve it. From the moment we spoke nothing was too much hassle, John kept altering his designs till we were happy , and he managed to accommodate all our requirements, which no other high street company could achieve. His knowledge and design ideas are second to none, he has transformed the way we live, our kitchen is the new family hub we spend so much time in here, from cooking and eating family meals to socialising and entertaining guests. We have so much more storage, but with more room to cook and bake. The design and layout is exactly as I had wished for, one big open plan family space where we can all chill out together. we have recommended Haus12 to all our family and friends because we received a fabulous service and a great quality new kitchen.read more
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Joe Biggs17:21 20 Dec 20
John, and his infectious enthusiasm, made the design process exciting and very enjoyable. The 3d...  modelling made the process very transparent and allowed us to fully understand the implications of any adjustment to the layout and detailing. The installation team were superb, extremely accommodating and committed to high quality.The whole process from start to finish and after handover has been great. Additional tweeks being accommodated without fuss and always to the timescales agreed.The quality of the products has been exactly as expected so hope that we have opportunities to work with John and his team in the futureread more
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Karen Barody21:49 30 Nov 20
John and his team are so professional to deal with. I can't rate them highly enough for the work...  they have done on my kitchen. Would strongly recommend them to anyone. 5 Star all the way!read more
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Mark Williams08:49 04 Nov 20
Being asked the question once our new kitchen had been installed "are you happy with the final...  result?" was the simplest of all questions to answer! "We absolutely adore it!" At first for the first two weeks it felt like we were living in swanky rented accommodation, since the transformation was massive.All the family want to congregate within it now, which is super because it has extracted the kids from out of their bedrooms into a much more enjoyable and family social environment. This has got to be one of the largest perks and certainly worth it all.From the planning and designing stages John was extremely thorough, methodical and creative. Very little did we want to change from what was initially proposed. He took all our ideas into consideration and simply converted the project into something we adore and will enjoy for many years to come.The fitters again were super, they arrived on time and worked whatever hours were necessary to get the job complete and to a very high standard i would like to add.We would certainly recommend John and his team, he's a credit to the industry.read more
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.











Others 


Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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Call: 0191 447 8870Email: [email protected]

BOOK APPOINTMENT
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